People with central-field loss must use peripheral vision for reading. Previous studies have shown that reading performance in peripheral vision can improve with extensive practice on a trigram letter-recognition task. The present study compared training on this task with training on two other character-based tasks (lexical-decision and Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP) reading) which might plausibly produce more improvement in peripheral reading speed. Twenty-eight normally-sighted young adults were trained at 10°in the lower visual field in a pre/post design. All three training methods produced significant improvements in reading speed, with average gains of 39% for lexical-decision, 54% for trigram letter-recognition, and 72% for RSVP training. Although the RSVP training was most effective, the lexicaldecision task has the advantage of easy self administration making it more practical for home-based training.
Introduction
Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is the leading cause of visual impairment in developed countries. Since AMD frequently causes scotomas in central vision, afflicted patients must rely on their peripheral vision to read, making reading slow and difficult (Faye, 1984; Fine & Peli, 1995; Fletcher, Schuchard, & Watson, 1999; Legge, Ross, Isenberg, & LaMay, 1992; Legge, Rubin, Pelli, & Schleske, 1985) . Reading difficulty is the most common complaint in low-vision clinics (Elliott et al., 1997) . Thus, developing suitable low-vision rehabilitation to enhance reading is vital for these lowvision individuals (Goodrich et al., 1977; Markowitz, 2006; Nilsson, 1990) .
To improve reading performance, patients with AMD can be trained to use assistive devices such as a magnifier (Cheong, Lovie-Kitchin, Bowers, & Brown, 2005) , to improve eye-movement control (Seiple, Szlyk, McMahon, Pulido, & Fishman, 2005) , and to read with an optimal retinal location outside of their scotoma (Nilsson, Frennesson, & Nilsson, 1998 . In addition, perceptual learning tasks may have potential for improving the reading performance of AMD patients (Cheung, Yu, Legge, & Chung, sub- mitted for publication ; Chung, Legge, & Cheung, 2004; Sommerhalder et al., 2003) . Perceptual learning is defined as the long-term modification of perception and behavior following practice or sensory experience (Fahle & Poggio, 2002; Gibson, 1963) . It takes advantage of brain plasticity, which is the lifelong modifiability of functional and anatomical organization in the brain (Fahle & Poggio, 2002; Mahncke, Bronstone, & Merzenich, 2006, chap. 6) . Chung et al.'s (2004) demonstration of the potential value of perceptual learning involved enlargement of the visual span for reading. Empirical evidence has suggested that the size of the visual span, the number of adjacent letters that can be recognized reliably without moving the eyes, imposes a bottom-up sensory limitation on reading speed (Legge, Mansfield, & Chung, 2001 ; Legge et al., 2007) . Legge and colleagues (2001) found that the slower average reading speed observed in peripheral vision was associated with a smaller peripheral visual span. A prediction based on these results is that expanding the peripheral visual span may improve reading performance in peripheral vision. This prediction was tested and confirmed by Chung et al. (2004) , who extensively trained normally-sighted young adults on a trigram letter-recognition task in peripheral vision. In this task, each trial consisted of the brief presentation of a random string of three letters along a horizontal line in the peripheral visual field. Letter-recognition accuracy as a function of distance left and right of the midline was plotted and referred to as a visual-span profile. The size of the visual-span was quantified by measuring the area under the visual-span profile. After training on this task for four daily sessions, participants showed an average improvement of 41% in peripheral reading speed. This study also demonstrated that 0042-6989/$ -see front matter Ó 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. doi:10.1016/j.visres. 2009.10.005 training at one retinal location can be transferred to an untrained retinal location, and from a trained print size to untrained print sizes.
Although training with the trigram letter-recognition task was successful in improving reading in peripheral vision, it is possible that other training tasks might be more practical in rehabilitation and/or more effective for improving reading speed. In this paper, we report on the benefits for reading speed of two additional training tasks-lexical-decision and Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP) reading. Our version of the lexical-decision task, like the trigram letter-recognition task, uses strings of three letters. Subjects indicate with a button press whether the string is a word or a nonword. Like the trigram-recognition task, the strings are presented at a range of positions left and right of the midline. Compared to the trigram letter-recognition task, the lexical-decision task may be more engaging for participants because it is easier (a simple two-choice response), and involves recognition of words, rather than meaningless letter strings. Moreover, the two-choice response can be implemented with two keys or buttons, making it a more practical task for self testing by participants (e.g. with a computer at home).
We also assessed RSVP reading as a training task. It seems plausible, a priori, that training on a reading task may yield benefits that are equivalent to or greater than training on trigram letterrecognition or lexical-decision tasks. On the other hand, it is possible that RSVP reading might be less effective as a training task. This is because most words in sentences are short, so most of the stimuli are concentrated in a smaller range of letter positions during training, compared with the more even distribution of stimuli across letter positions for the trigram letter-recognition and lexical-decision tasks. Our goal was to assess the improvements associated with the three training methods. The results can be considered in conjunction with practical considerations to determine which training method is likely to be most effective for rehabilitation.
One consideration is that the advantages of training will be reduced if the benefits are specific to print size and retinal location. The more general the transfer, the more useful the training for realworld applications. We assessed the transfer of training effects from the trained task to other character-based tasks by measuring RSVP reading speed, visual-span profiles and lexical-decision performance before and after training. Training was conducted at only one retinal location (lower visual field) for one print size (3.5°). Transfer of training was evaluated across retinal locations and print sizes by measuring the three tasks at two retinal locations (upper and lower visual fields) and testing RSVP reading speed for two print sizes (2.5°and 3.5°) in both the pre-test and the post-test.
To summarize, the present study investigated the extent to which each of the three character-based tasks (lexical-decision, trigram and RSVP) can improve reading speed in peripheral vision with extensive training. It explored whether these training effects can be transferred to other untrained tasks, to an untrained retinal location and to an untrained print size. The study's aim was to determine which training task is likely to be most effective for improving reading speed.
Methods

Subjects
Twenty-eight native-English-speaking, normally-sighted young adults from the University of Minnesota were randomly assigned to four groups with seven subjects in each group: a control group, a lexical-decision training group, a trigram letter-recognition training group, and an RSVP training group. Each subject participated in only one group. Table 1 shows the summary statistics for age, gender ratio, binocular distance visual acuity measured with the Lighthouse Distance Visual Acuity chart, log contrast sensitivity measured with the Pelli-Robson Contrast Sensitivity chart, and three measures from the MNREAD reading acuity chart. The MNREAD data were analyzed with the method described by Cheung, Kallie, Legge, and Cheong (2008) . None of the group differences are significant. Subjects signed an IRB-approved consent form before beginning testing. None had prior experience with the testing used in this study.
Apparatus, stimuli and experimental design
MATLAB (version 5.2.1) and the Psychophysics Toolbox extensions (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) were used to generate the stimuli and control our experiments. The stimuli were displayed on a SONY Trinitron color graphic display (model: GDM-FW900; refresh rate: 76 Hz; resolution: 1600 Â 1024), controlled by a Power Mac G4 computer (model: M8570). Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the experimental design. A task battery consisting of the RSVP reading, trigram letter-recognition, and lexical-decision tasks, each measured at 10°in the upper and lower visual fields, served as the pre-test and post-test for both experimental and control groups. Pre-and post-testing each consisted of 144 RSVP trials, 440 trigram trials, and 1080 lexical-decision trials. 1 The testing sequence for the pre-test was RSVP reading task (8 blocks), trigram letter-recognition task (8 blocks), and lexical-decision task (8 blocks). In the post-test, the testing sequence was reversed. Within each task, the block sequence was pseudo-randomized to minimize any sequence effects. Subjects completed practice trials before beginning each task, and these trials were excluded from the data analysis. Training occurred in four daily 1 h sessions, with task performance measured at 10°in the lower visual field with a print size of 3.5°. It has been suggested that the consolidation of perceptual learning can be triggered only when the amount of training per day reaches some critical value which is task and stimulus dependent (Wright & Sabin, 2007) . Chung et al. (2004) showed that 1 h training of the trigram letter-recognition task was adequate so that the learning obtained in each training day was retained on the following day. In this study, we matched the total training time (1 h per day) across the three groups. Because the time per trial differs for the three tasks, the number of training trials differed for the three training groups: the lexical-decision training group completed a total of 5400 trials (1350 trials per day), the trigram letter-recognition training group completed 3520 trials (880 trials per day), and the RSVP training group completed 864 trials (216 trials per day). Control subjects completed only the pre-and post-tests and had no training trials.
All testing was conducted binocularly in a dimly lit room at a viewing distance of 40 cm. Stimuli consisted of black letters on a white background (luminance of 89 cd/m 2 ) with Weber contrast higher than 99%. Letters were rendered in lowercase Courier, a serif font with fixed width. A print size (defined as x-height in lowercase) of 3.5°was chosen because this value exceeds the critical print size for reading at 10°retinal eccentricity (Chung, Mansfield, & Legge, 1998; Chung et al., 2004) . In addition, pre-and post-testing of RSVP reading speed was measured for 2.5°characters to examine possible transfer of training to a different print size.
1 Each trigram letter-recognition trial generates three responses, where each response is one of 26 letters. The lexical-decision task is a sparser measure (yes or no) and requires more trials to produce accurate performance data. This explains the large disparity between the number of trigram letter-recognition trials and lexicaldecision trials.
Measuring reading speed with the RSVP reading task
The RSVP reading task involved sequential presentation of the words of a sentence at a fixed location (left justified) on a display screen. Subjects were instructed to fixate on a horizontal line while reading aloud a sentence presented in the peripheral visual field. They were allowed to complete their report after the sentence disappeared from the display. Only horizontal eye movements along the fixation line were permitted during testing. A second experimenter monitored the eye movements of the subjects. A trial was canceled when vertical eye movements were detected. Across all the subjects, about 10% of trials were canceled due to vertical eye movements. We used a pool of 2658 sentences developed by Chung et al. (1998) . In each trial, a sentence was selected randomly from the pool without replacement. In other words, no sentence was presented more than once to each subject. Sentence length ranged from 7 to 17 words and averaged 11 words per sentence. Word length was between 1 and 14 characters, with a mean length of four letters per word. Before the first word of each sentence, a pre-mask ''xxxxxxxxxxxxxx" was presented to indicate the location of the upcoming words (as shown in Fig. 2 ). This row of x's was also shown after the last word of each sentence as a postmask.
For a given condition (combination of a visual field location and a print size), the proportion of words read correctly was measured at six different exposure durations using the method of constant stimuli. Depending on the subject's performance on the practice trials, the six durations were 26, 53, 92, 158, 289, and 526 ms per word or 53, 92, 158, 289, 526, and 947 ms per word. The exposure durations were selected so that subjects could read less than 30% of words correctly at the shortest duration and more than 80% of words correctly at the longest duration. Six sentences were tested at each exposure duration. The resulting data were fitted with a Weibull function, and reading speed was computed from the exposure duration yielding 80% of words read correctly.
For the RSVP training group, the RSVP task in the training sessions was identical to the RSVP task in the pre-and post-tests, except that testing was confined to the lower visual field and a print size of 3.5°. RSVP reading speed was measured six times during each training day. Each measurement consisted of 36 sentences, with six trials for each of the six durations.
Measuring visual-span profiles with the trigram letter-recognition task
Visual-span profiles were obtained with a letter-recognition task as described previously (Chung et al., 2004; Legge et al., 2001 Legge et al., , 2007 . The stimuli were trigrams, random strings of three letters, each randomly drawn from the 26 lowercase letters of the English alphabet. The exposure duration for each trigram was 105 ms. Subjects were asked to fixate a dot and identify all three letters of each trigram in order, from left to right. Trigrams were presented at different letter distances left and right of the midline at 10°above or below fixation. A visual-span profile was constructed for each condition from multiple trigram trials by plotting proportion correct letter recognition as a function of letter position. 
Pre-test Day
Post-test Day
Trained at 10° lower field: 3520 trials of trigram letterrecognition task labeled by negative or positive numbers to indicate positions to the left or right of the midline, respectively. The location of the middle letter was used to indicate the position of the trigram. In Fig. 3 , trigram ''upr" is presented at letter position À4 in the upper visual field, which means that the three letters are at positions À5, À4, and À3, respectively. The position of trigram ''lwe" is 2 in the lower visual field, indicating that letter ''l" is at position 1 and letter ''w" is at position 3. The position of the trigram, which is also the location of the middle letter, ranged from À5 to 5. Data at each letter position were accumulated from the inner, middle, and outer letters of the trigrams centered on that position, or centered one letter position to the left or right. A visual-span profile is a plot of letter-recognition accuracy as a function of letter position. In the present study, each visual-span profile was based on four blocks (a total of 220 trials). In each block, five trials were completed at each of the 11 letter positions (ranging from À5 to 5). Since only the outer letters of the trigrams were presented in positions À6 and 6, and no inner letters were presented at position À5 and 5, less data were collected at these four letter slots. Therefore, the visual-span data were only analyzed for letter positions À4 to 4, where data from all three letter positions were available.
An asymmetric Gaussian function was used to fit the visualspan profile with three parameters: the peak amplitude, the leftside standard deviation, and the right-side standard deviation (Legge et al., 2001) . The size of the visual span was quantified by calculating the total amount of information in bits transmitted by it. For each letter position, 100% accuracy in letter recognition corresponded to 4.7 bits of information transmitted and 3.8% accuracy (chance accuracy) to 0 bits transmitted. Proportion correct letter recognition was converted to bits of information transmitted (the right vertical scale in Fig. 3 ) using letter-confusion matrices (mutual information = À0.036996 + 4.6761 Â proportion correct letter recognition; Beckmann & Legge, 2002) . The size of the visual-span was calculated by summing the amount of information transmitted by the nine slots of the profile, similar to computing the area under the profile as shown in Fig. 3 .
For training, the trigram letter-recognition task in the training sessions was identical to the trigram letter-recognition task in the pre-and post-tests, except that the testing in the training was confined to the lower visual field. During each training day, a visual-span profile was measured four times (220 trials for each visual-span measurement).
Measuring word-recognition accuracy with the lexical-decision task
The lexical-decision task also involves trigrams presented at varying distances left and right of the midline in peripheral vision. A post-mask ''###" was presented after each trigram. Instead of reporting the identities of the three letters, subjects reported whether the trigram was a word or a non-word. Trigrams were words 50% of the time.
The pool of trigrams for the lexical-decision task included the 350 most frequently used three letter words in English and 350 non-words. The word list was originally developed by Lee, Gefroh, Legge, and Kwon (2003) . Appendix 1 describes how the 350 nonwords were selected from the pool of possible trigrams. The term ''non-word" was broadly defined in the present study to include words with very low usage frequency, abbreviations, and three letter words in languages other than English. Prior to testing, subjects were asked to review the word and non-word lists. as non-words and six trigrams out of the 350 on the non-word list as words. The identified words remained on the lists. During testing, subjects were instructed to classify the trigrams exactly as they appeared on the word and non-word lists.
The word and non-word lists were each divided in half. Word frequency was equally distributed between the two newly-created word lists. Each of the two new word lists was combined with half of the non-word list to form trigram sets A and B. Trigram set A was used in the pre-and post-tests for the control group, the RSVP training group, and the trigram letter-recognition training group. For the lexical-decision training group, we used both sets in the pre-and post-tests, but only one set was used in the training sessions (four subjects were trained with set A and three with set B). This enabled us to examine whether learning would transfer from the trained word and non-word set to the untrained set (see Appendix 2 for a more detailed discussion).
Multiple forms of visual feedback were used in the lexical-decision training (see Appendix 2 for a more detailed discussion). Since subjects might differ in their bias toward ''yes" (word) or ''no" (non-word) answers, we computed accuracy as d 0 (calculated from the data accumulated across all nine target positions) to separate discriminability from response bias. d 0 was computed as the difference between the z-transforms of hit rate (proportion of word trials to which subject responded ''word") and false alarm rate (proportion of non-word trials to which subject responded ''word"). A higher value of d 0 indicates better discrimination between words and non-words.
The verbal responses for the trigram letter-recognition and RSVP reading tasks are more complicated than the simple twochoice response for the lexical-decision task, which makes it more difficult to devise straightforward and informative feedback for the trigram letter-recognition and RSVP reading tasks. Therefore, feedback was not provided to the groups trained on these tasks.
The lexical-decision task in the training sessions was identical to the lexical-decision task in the pre-and post-tests, except that the testing in the training was confined to the lower visual field and one set of trigrams (set A or set B). Difficulty level in the training sessions was adjusted by varying the exposure duration. When pre-test performance was better than 70% accuracy, the exposure duration used in the training sessions was reduced from 105 ms to 92 ms. Two of the subjects (L2 and L7) were trained at 92 ms. During each training day, d 0 was repeatedly measured five times (270 trials for each d 0 measurement).
Results
Pre-post difference comparison among the four groups
A repeated measures ANOVA was used to analyze the ratio of post-test RSVP reading speed to pre-test RSVP reading speed. The two within-subject factors were visual field (lower visual field and upper visual field) and print size (2.5°and 3.5°). The single between-subject factor was group (control group, lexical-decision training group, trigram letter-recognition training group and RSVP training group). A repeated measures ANOVA was used to analyze the pre-post difference in visual-span size (bits). The one withinsubject factor was visual field. The one between-subject factor was group. A repeated measures ANOVA was used to analyze the pre-post difference in discriminability d 0 in the lexical-decision task with one within-subject factor (visual field) and one between-subject factor (group).
As shown in Fig. 4A and Table 2 , the post/pre ratios in RSVP reading speed differed significantly between the four groups (F(3, 24) = 12.95, p < .0005). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons revealed that the subjects in all the three training groups showed larger post/pre ratios in RSVP reading speed than those in the control group (no training). Among the three training groups, the RSVP training group showed a significantly larger post/pre ratio than the lexical-decision training group. The rank ordering of training effects on reading speed is consistent across field location and print size. Collapsing across visual field and print size variables, the average post/pre ratio of reading speeds was 1.64 (95% confidence interval [1.52, In comparing the pre-post improvements in visual-span size among the four groups (shown in Fig. 4B) , the ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of group (F(3, 24) = 5.25, p = .006). Posthoc pairwise comparisons indicated that both the trigram letterrecognition training group (average pre-post improvement across visual fields equals 4.24 bits) and the RSVP training group (improved 3.64 bits) showed significant growth in the size of the visual-span compared with the control group (improved 1.41 bits). We also found a significant main effect of visual field (upper versus lower) on the pre-post changes in RSVP reading speed (F(1, 24) = 4.86, p = .037), visual-span size (F(1, 24) = 4.40, p = .047), and lexical-decision d 0 (F(1, 24) = 4.39, p = .047). Averaged across the three training groups, there was a larger pre-post increase in performance in the trained lower visual field (1.55 for RSVP reading speed, 4.05 bits for visual-span size, and 0.72 for lexical-decision performance) than in the untrained upper visual field (1.43 for RSVP reading speed, 2.96 bits for visual-span size, and 0.52 for lexical-decision performance; see Fig. 4 and Table 2 ). Even so, training effects were qualitatively consistent across field location, suggesting that there is substantial, but not complete, transfer of training to an untrained field location. A consistent difference between upper and lower visual field was also found in pre-test. The performance in the lower visual field was always better than the performance in the upper visual field (RSVP reading speed: F(1, 24) = 16.32, p < .0005; visual-span size: F(1, 24) = 28.59, p < .0005; lexical-decision d 0 : F(1, 24) = 46.21, p < .0005). When comparing the pre-post difference between groups for the lexical-decision task, we found that there was also an interaction effect between visual field and group (F(3, 24) = 4.64, p = .011). The difference between groups was larger at the trained retinal location than at the untrained retinal location.
No significant effect of print size on the pre-post improvements in RSVP reading speed was found, indicating that training transfers across print size. Overall, for each training method, the largest improvement typically occurred under the trained conditions (e.g., the lower visual field and 3.5°print size for the RSVP training).
Block-by-block changes across training
Figs. 5, 6 and 7 show block-by-block changes in performance across training days for individual subjects and the group average in the RSVP, lexical-decision and trigram letter-recognition training groups respectively. Pre-and post-test data are also displayed in the figures.
Data from each of the three training groups consistently showed that within-day improvement (the difference in performance between the last block and the first block of the training day) was significant and largest in the first training day (RSVP reading training group: t(6) = 2.56, p = .04; lexical-decision training group: t(6) = 3.78, p = .01; trigram letter-recognition training group: t(6) = 8.00, p < .0005). Little improvement was associated with the last training day (training day 4). The number of days that performance continues to improve depends on the training task. Averaged across subjects, it was 3 days for trigram letter-recognition training, 2 days for RSVP reading training, and 1 day for lexical-decision training. Table 3 shows the correlations (collapsed across the four groups) between the pre-post changes in visual-span size, lexical-decision d 0 (combining data from both the trained and untrained trigram sets) and RSVP reading speed. Both the change in lexical-decision d 0 and the change in RSVP reading speed are strongly correlated with the change in visual-span size. The correlation between d 0 and visual-span size is unsurprising because the trigram letter-recognition task and the lexical-decision task share many similarities. A significant positive correlation was also found between the change in lexical-decision d 0 and the change in RSVP reading speed for the trained print size (3.5°) in the upper visual field.
Correlations
Is the pre-test performance level a predictor of the size of the training effect? If so, pre-test performance should be correlated with the pre-post improvement for each of the three training groups. Training effects might be larger for subjects with low pre-test levels because poor pre-test performance should leave more room for improvement. Individual variability in pre-test performance covered a range large enough to examine this correlation. For example, under the trained conditions (lower visual field and 3.5°print size), pre-test performance ranged from 28 bits to 35 bits for visual-span size, 162-270 wpm for reading speed, and 0.7-1.9 for lexical-decision d 0 . However, none of the correlations between pre-test performance levels and post-pre improvements were significant. This finding indicates that the potential for training benefits cannot be predicted by pre-training performance.
Discussion and conclusions
The present study showed that all three training methods were effective in improving reading speed, but the RSVP training method was the most beneficial. Overall, we found that perceptual learning results in increased performance on the trained task at the trained retinal location and print size, and that this training benefit can be generalized to an untrained task, an untrained retinal location, and an untrained print size. Our results also indicated that the pre-post improvement on a given task was greater for training with that task than for training with other tasks. The important consequence of this result is that RSVP training produces the largest benefit for RSVP reading. Using RSVP training, we obtained a mean improve- ment in reading speed of 72% at the trained retinal location. With trigram letter-recognition training, our subjects showed a mean improvement in reading speed of 54%. Using the lexical-decision training method, subjects improved by 39%, which is significantly lower than the improvement in the RSVP training group. From these results, RSVP training appears to be more effective at increasing reading speed than either trigram letter-recognition or lexicaldecision training. The RSVP training advantage is also found when the effects of training are tested at an untrained visual field location and print size.
For trigram letter-recognition training, the mean improvement in reading speed of 54% exceeds the 41% improvement due to training reported by Chung and colleagues (2004) . We used a very similar testing procedure to Chung et al. (2004) . The only differences were that our trigram letter-recognition training group completed four blocks of trials per training day instead of five blocks, and that we measured lexical-decision performance in both the pre-and post-tests while Chung et al. (2004) did not include a lexical-decision task in their protocol.
Studies investigating the specificity of perceptual learning suggest that generalization to an untrained task or untrained retinal location depends on the site in the visual pathway altered by the training (Fahle & Poggio, 2002) . Information processing in the brain is thought to be hierarchical. At early stages in visual processing, neurons are specialized along basic dimensions such as position and size. Neurons in high-level areas have receptive fields that generalize across these basic dimensions. Where learning occurs in the brain depends on which neurons are activated by the stimulus and also relates to task performance (Ahissar & Hochstein, 1993) . Many perceptual-learning effects are retinotopically specific (Ahissar & Hochstein, 1996; Karni & Sagi, 1991; Poggio, Fahle, & Edelman, 1992) . This specificity implies that the neural changes are occurring in early visual areas which are retinotopically organized. Training effects only generalize when changes occur in higher-level cortical processing areas (Ahissar & Hochstein, 1997) . When perceptual training alters low-level processing areas, the training effect is specific to the trained target, retinal location or size. In the current study, the observed transfer of learning from the trained retinal location to an untrained retinal location, from the trained print size to an untrained print size, and from the trained task to an untrained task imply that the neural basis of the training occurs at least partially at a non-retinotopic level of the visual pathway. On the other hand, since the transfer of learning was not complete from the lower to the upper visual field, there must be some retinotopic-specific learning. The learning effect found in the current study could be a combination of early sensory improvements and higher level influences.
Where in the high-level processing hierarchy did the learning occur? Although this question cannot be answered directly from the current study, we can rule out some possibilities. Lee, Legge, and Ortiz (2003) found similar word-frequency effects in central and peripheral vision, despite differences in the speed of processing, suggesting that the speed limitation for peripheral reading is in a perceptual rather than a language area.
Can attention explain the training benefit observed in the current study? It has been shown that attention can improve with training (Anderson, 1980; Baron & Mattila, 1989; McDowd, 1986; Richards, Bennett, & Sekuler, 2006) . It is possible that subjects became better at decoupling attention from fixation so that they were more able to attend to objects in peripheral vision after training. However, Lee, Gefroh et al. (2003) provided evidence that improvement in deploying attention to peripheral vision was not correlated with training-related improvement in trigram-recognition. Our results further argue against an explanation based on attention because of the lack of transfer of learning for some tasks (e.g. no transfer of learning from RSVP task to lexical-decision task). Transfer would have been expected if learning was due to an improvement in the ability to deploy attention to peripheral vision. The block-by-block learning curves from the three training groups indicated that 3 days of training are adequate for subjects to reach an asymptotic level in their learning, which is consistent with Chung et al.'s (2004) finding. These authors found a similar pattern of results, suggesting that 2-3 days of training are sufficient.
Although the lexical-decision training had less benefit for reading than the trigram or RSVP training tasks, it may have some practical advantages for training. From the subject's point of view, the response is simpler and faster i.e., pressing one of two keys rather than reading sentences aloud or reciting strings of random letters. From the experimenter's point of view, collecting and scoring the two-choice response may be preferable if it is desirable to have a protocol in which the subjects test themselves. It would be hard to automate the scoring of trials in the RSVP and trigram procedures because the subject gives verbal responses of words or letters. It is easier to automate data collection in the lexical-decision task in which the responses are key presses. What makes the lexical-decision training less effective? As shown in Fig. 6 and Appendix 2, the increased improvement for the trained trigram set over the untrained trigram set indicates that the lexical-decision training effect was more specific to the trained trigram set. This may be a consequence of the small size of the trigram set used for training. There were 350 trigrams (175 words and 175 non-words) in the trained set. Each training session included 1350 lexical-decision trials, which means that each of the 350 trigrams appeared four times per day (on average) and 16 times during the four training days. The high frequency of repetition could make learning more specific to the trained stimuli. To improve the transfer of the lexical-decision training, one possible approach might be to expand the pool of words and non-words by using four letter strings.
The results of the present study showed that practice on any one of three perceptual learning tasks (RSVP reading, trigram letter-recognition, or lexical-decision) improved reading speed in the peripheral vision of normally-sighted young adults. Given these findings, the RSVP training method is likely to yield the greatest improvement in reading speed for low-vision subjects with central-field loss.
This study has improved our understanding of the range of tasks that might be used to train peripheral vision to read, the magnitude of improvement to be expected, and the extent of training required. Next steps in translating these findings into a useful form of low-vision reading rehabilitation are to conduct similar measurements on people with central-field loss and to evaluate the training effects on page reading. decision training During preliminary testing, we made several modifications to the lexical-decision training protocol. Some of the results of these modifications are discussed in this appendix.
The word and non-word lists were each divided in half. Half of the word list was combined with half of the non-word list to form trigram set A. The rest formed set B. When trigram set A was used in pre-and post-tests and set B was used in training sessions, we found that lexical-decision performance dropped significantly in the post-test compared to performance on the last training day. It appeared that the training effect was at least partially specific to the trained set (in particular, set B). To confirm this specificity, we included both sets A and B in the pre-and post-testing for the main experiment. We conducted a two-factor (visual field and trigram set) repeated measures ANOVA for the lexical-decision training group to test for a difference between the trained trigram set and the untrained trigram set. As shown in Fig. 6 , we found that performance on the trained trigram set improved more than performance on the untrained set (F(1, 6) = 6.61, p = .042).
Although learning without feedback is possible (Chung et al., 2004; Fahle & Edelman, 1993; Karni & Sagi, 1991) , many studies have shown that feedback can enhance perceptual learning (Fahle, 2004; Herzog & Fahle, 1997 . To test how visual and/or auditory feedback facilitated learning in our lexical-decision task, we compared three feedback conditions -both visual and auditory feedback, visual feedback only, and no feedback. Trial-by-trial auditory feedback utilized two sounds. One sound indicated correct responses and the other indicated incorrect responses. Visual feedback was provided after every 35 trials and after each block, showing a numerical representation of cumulative percent correct in the current block (averaged across letter positions). Images of ''winning" and ''losing" turtles above bar plots showing the number of correct trials and the number of incorrect trials were also provided. Our pilot investigation of different types of feedback suggested that the visual feedback alone was superior to combined auditory and visual feedback, and better than no feedback. Therefore, only visual feedback was used in the main experiment.
